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- Body of Missing Calimesa Hiker Found At Base Of Waterfall
- 1 Killed, 17-Year-Old Injured In Fatal Crash | Fontana
San Bernardino County Fire and Sheriff Department officials located a missing hiker's body at the base of Big Falls Waterfall in Forest Falls on Saturday.

They were first made aware that Robert Carey Jr. was missing when family called to report that he had not returned from a hike at San Gorgonio Peak. The family disclosed that Carey was an experienced hiker, but this was his first time hiking the peak.

According to the press release from San Bernardino County Sheriff's Department, dispatch received several calls shortly after the initial call, detailing that a person could be heard calling for help in the Forest Falls area.

https://patch.com/california/banning-beaumont/body-missing-hiker-found-base-big-falls-waterfall-forest-falls
05.01.2022 | 7:08 PM | FONTANA - Authorities responded to reports of an overturned vehicle crash on the transition road of the I-15 and I-210.

First responders arrived on scene and located a grey pickup truck overturned on the transition road. Paramedics pronounced a victim deceased at the scene. Their age and gender are unknown. A second victim was transported to a local area hospital.

A firefighter at the scene stated she was believed to be 17 years old. Family is at the scene talking to first responders. The cause of the crash is under investigation. CalTrans was requested for a hard closure of the transition road. The coroner is enroute to the scene.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0-abto8v9-w